
The Einhell TC-SB 245 L bandsaw is an ideal basic machine with a 400 W power rating for the hobby DIY enthusiast. The bandsaw has a tool-free

height adjustment facility, multi-positional adjustable ball-bearing guides, a 36 mm connector for an extractor and an integrated light for illuminating the

table. The infinitely adjustable saw table can be adjusted from 0° to 45°, and the belt position can be adjusted with the top roller. The parallel stop has a

double fastening facility and a quick adjustment facility for straight cuts. The angle stop is infinitely adjustable between -60° degrees and +60° degrees.

The product is supplied complete with a push stick. The zero voltage switch provides protection in case of power failures during use.

Band Saw

TC-SB 245 L
Item No.: 4308035

Ident No.: 11019

Bar Code: 4006825649994

Features & Benefits
Infinitely adjustable saw table (0° to 45°)-

Tool-free height adjustment of the blade guard-

Parallel stop with quick adjustment for straight cuts-

Infinitely adjustable angle stop (-60° - +60°)-

Light for illuminating the work table-

Multi-positional adjustable ball-bearing guides for the blade-

Belt run adjustment using the top roller-

Connection for vacuum extractor d=36 mm-

Zero voltage switch for protection in case of power failures-

Push stick for safe use-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 400 W

- Idle speed 1450 min^-1

- Throat 245 mm

- Saw band 1712  x  10 mm

- Number of saw teeth 6 / 25,4 mm

- Max. cutting height at 45° 60 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 101 mm

- Size of working table 340  x  335 mm

- Table tiltable 0  -  45 °

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 24.69 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 28.41 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 898 x 405 x 465 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 28.41 kg

- Dimensions export carton 890 x 375 x 477 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 144 | 312 | 390
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Available as special accessories

Bandsaw blade 1712x6x0,65 TPI6
Band Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49081506
Bar Code: 4009310815065
KWB by Einhell
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